
INTERESTED? SIGN UP TODAY!

AZURE FOUNDATIONS
An onsite, white-glove Azure adoption program to ramp up experience

IT directors and other 

technical staff

2-4 days engagement•  Helps you expand your on-premises datacentre 

infrastructure to the Cloud within Azure and create a 

foundational hybrid Cloud capability

•  Delivers general purpose education for providing 

IaaS cross-premises and focuses on optimized hosting 

capability for common enterprise VM patterns. 

Azure Foundations - 2 Options

Benefits Target Audience Length

Up to a full day of whiteboard session to:

1) Review high level Cloud strategy within your 

environment

2) Provide knowledge transfer on Azure VM, Azure 

Networking, and Azure Storage services.

1) Setting up the Azure Site-to-Site VPN

2) Configure basic Azure Virtual Network (VN) to 

extend the on-premises network to the Cloud.

3) Extending on-premises AD to Azure:

» Provision a new VM

» Install a Replica Domain Controller in Azure VN

» Provision a domain joined virtual machine on boot

Up to 3 days of deployment assistance:Activities and Deliverables
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OPTION 1. IaaS Foundation

Provides education and guidance on extending or 

expanding on-premises datacentres by helping you:

1) Understand how to leverage IaaS capabilities and 

optimize workload hosting in the Cloud.

2) Identify, plan and build a functioning environment 

in the Cloud by leveraging Azure networking, storage 

and the VM hosting capabilities of Azure.

3) Plan Active Directory (AD) integration and/or 

federation to enable hybrid workloads.

OPTION 2. Azure Dev/Test

Develop, test and run your applications by providing:

1) General education for a test and development 

environment on Microsoft Azure.

2) Understanding of how the power of automatic 

scripting for deploying test and development 

environments works in Azure.

3) Resources to help you build three different types 

of test and development environments for 

technologies such as SQL or SharePoint using scripts.
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